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In Week 1307 we asked you to
replace one letter of a word or
name with another, then describe
the result. One previously
inkworthy neologism was
disqualified by later events:
Duncan Stevens’s “Unzinkable:
Able to hang on to a Cabinet
position despite numerous
embarrassing scandals.” It zank.

4th place:
Sanka Claus: Bringer of unexciting
presents. (Mark Raffman, Reston)

3rd place
Peerogative: Getting to use the
bathroom of your chosen gender.
(Steve Fahey, Kensington)

2nd place and the
Christmas Carol Kazoo:
Braxit: An undergarment that was
originally intended to separate, but
has lost much support. (Frank
Mullen III, Aledo, Ill.)

And the winner of the
Lose Cannon:
Don compos mentis: Of very
stable genius mind. (Jesse
Frankovich, Grand Ledge, Mich.)

Left at the alter:
Honorable mentions
Boinksmanship: Expertise in
foreign affairs. (Chris Doyle,
Denton, Tex.)
Brittata: A brunch dish made with
eggs, suet, blood sausage and
turnips. (Jeff Contompasis,
Ashburn)
Foxic waste: Substance that
poisons the national discourse.
(Duncan Stevens, Vienna, Va.)
Pursitis: What your shoulder gets
for schlepping around eight
pounds of who-knows-what in your
handbag. (Phil Huffy, Rochester,
N.Y., a First Offender)
Beto blocker: A nasty pill that may
raise your blood pressure,
marketed under the name Ted.
(Jesse Frankovich)
Bureaucrazy: When a gang of
idiots can’t seem to understand
that your 8-year-old, who broke her
elbow playing soccer, really, really,
really can’t file a workers’
compensation claim because she’s
8 years old! (Yes, this really, really,
really happened.) (Dave Airozo,
Silver Spring)
Romeopathic medicine: A nicer
name for ED drugs. (Tom Gleason,
Lawrence, Kan.)
Swampede: The rush of
administration officials to leave
before the new Congress. (Frank
Osen, Pasadena, Calif.)
Southwash: A bidet. (Tom Witte,
Montgomery Village)
Stetladder: It’s used to put things
back the way they were. (Pamela
Love, Columbia)
The Star-Slangled Banner: Yo,
say can you see . . . ? (Frank Mann,
Washington)
Tony Snark: Irony Man. (Neil
Hartbarger, Silver Spring, a First
Offender)
Rake-believe: An imaginary way
to prevent forest fires. (Jesse
Frankovich)
Cameraderie: Those grimacing
smiles you see in photos of people
pretending to like each other.
(Frank Osen)
Celibration: The joy of no sex.
(Karl Koerber, Krestova, B.C.)
The touchy-feedy type: Someone
who uses his hands to pick up the
shrimp from the buffet line.
(Beverley Sharp, Montgomery, Ala.)
Make America Greet Again:
Struggling Hallmark’s new slogan.
(Neal Starkman, Seattle)
Haberlashery: Store for the
discriminating S&M shopper. (Roy
Ashley, Washington)
Aquus: The taxonomic genus of
sea horses. Well, it should be. (Jeff
Contompasis)
Ax-wife: The former Lorena
Bobbitt. (Jeff Hazle, San Antonio)
“Douched by an Angel”: The
heartwarming family show that
proves cleanliness is indeed next
to godliness. (Dan O’Day,
Alexandria)

ACROSS
1 Bowling pin
wood
6 Princess
Charlotte, to
Harry
11 Hornets, e.g.
16 2008 TARP
beneficiary
19 Think tank
nuggets
20 “The Thin Blue
Line” director
Morris
21 Mexican month
22 Stage coach
Hagen
23 *Chances that
slipped away
26 Tricky bit
27 Type of well
28 Fulda tributary
29 Griller’s flipper
31 Bird hangout
32 Romance
novelist
Hilderbrand
34 Gate datum:
Abbr.
35 Windows
forerunner
36 Type of jam in
Sacher tortes
39 One of the
original Warner
Bros.
41 Sporty car roof
44 Long story
46 Way to go: Abbr.
48 Frees
52 Platform site:
Abbr.
53 Twitter forwards,
on Twitter
56 Kings Peak
state
58 Just __ bit
59 Ramallah-based
org.
60 Make an ad
spicier, say
62 *True view
65 Shower unit?
67 Gives someone
a hand
68 Flake or
Duckworth:
Abbr.
69 Gin flavor
70 *Often the
best choice, in
retrospect
74 Catcher’s place
77 Good times
79 Bring down
80 One often
includes a colon
82 *Swindlers
87 Hearing range
88 Surreal ending?
89 __ song
90 Trash
91 Pronoun for a
princess
92 “Mr. Blue Sky”
band

93 They can yield
immediate
results
96 Poker great
Ungar
97 PlayStation
handheld game
99 Baking amts.
100 Autobahn winter
hazard
102 Take no side
106 Tibetan monks
110 Sports radio
host Patrick
112 Editor’s retraction
113 Salinger
character who
says to the story
narrator, “I don’t
think I shall
tell you my full
name”
117 First name in
exploration
119 Noteworthy
stretches
121 Fruit-flavored
frozen treat
123 Showy wrap
124 *Ristorante
appetizers
127 Overhead
rumblers

128 “I’m with you”
129 Links hero,
familiarly
130 __ Blue: old
laundry soap
131 Graphic top
132 “Uh-uh!”
133 Bonkers
134 Packed away
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13 Earthshaking
event
14 Gets ready
15 “Such a pity”
16 *Former Chilean
dictator
17 Leaning type:
Abbr.
18 Lady on stage
24 Place to tie up
25 Court dividers
30 “... and your little
dog, too!” dog
33 “Ya think?”
37 Medicare
prescription
drug section
38 Jackson 5
member
40 Hearty pastry
42 Capital on a fjord
43 Menial laborer
44 Big bargain
45 *Bending over
backward, say
47 Spiteful
49 Masters
Tournament
weekend
groupings
50 Qtr.-ending
month
51 Luau souvenirs

52 Much of Eastern
Eur., once
54 Tough’s territory
55 Unwelcome
giveaways
57 Emergency
menu
61 Butterfingered
63 Tended tots
64 Classic grape
sodas
66 Divide fairly
71 Giant among
low-cost
carriers: Abbr.
72 Four: Prefix
73 Biblical builder
75 Dough
76 Opposite of exo78 Like comfy
slippers
81 “Three Coins ...”
fountain
82 Punch deliverer
83 Venomous
vipers
84 “The Black Cat”
author
85 “On the Bus
With Rosa
Parks” poet
Dove
86 Slights

94 Nicholas, for one
95 Bet money an
“all in” player
can’t win
98 Loafer’s quality
101 Actress Gilbert
103 Visit briefly ...
and a hint to
the answers to
starred clues
104 Bigelow
alternative
105 Lead-in to girl or
boy
107 “Scarface”
setting
108 ’60s-’70s veep
109 __ voce: softly
111 Twangysounding
114 Tuckered out
115 Man with a code
116 Nagano-based
printer giant
117 Provide fake
cover for, e.g.
118 Sleeper agent
120 Texas MLBer
122 To be, to Benoît
125 Non-neutral
atom
126 “Wish Tree”
artist

80 City on the Ruhr 120 Tennis wear
18 Code-breaking
58 Do wedding
84 Name in a
DOWN
1 Lombardy’s
81 Weekly talk with 121 Oz. and lb.
org.
work
footnote
capital
2 Place on a 59 Word said with
a msg.
24 Metric weight
85 A trusted friend
82 “Mad Men”
DOWN
26 Sounds at3 pedestal
a sigh
86 “Inferno” poet
Raid targets
to
ACROSS
actor Jon
1 Hospital
pounds 4 Reason
60
Senate
wear
89 New Rochelle
challenge an
out
call
1 Pole, e.g.
83 MISO
reminder,
29 Hawthorne5 Those, in 62 Conceit
college
5 Old toon feline
87 La-la lead-in
perhaps
cover imageTabasco 63 Concern for a
91 Tech-heavy
6 Sherpa,
with an alley
88 Clothing dept.
2 Protected side
30 Get all sudsy
tailor
exchange
usually
7 Like a typical O.
gang
size
3 In the way of
31 SMITE
93 “In Search of...”
Henry story 64 “Horsefeathers!”
8 Boot the ball66 Security guard’s
11 Pro Football
89 Like many an
4 Patience, they
33 El Pollo __:
host
9 Dove’s digs
Hall of Fame
10 Slip past
injured arm
say
southwestern
duty
95 Lively movement
11 “Mandatory
state
90 Fail big-time
5 House of Dana
restaurant chain
67 Solidarity leader 98 Pretentious sort
Fun” parodist,
15 Moonwalker
92 Simple type of
fragrance
35 RESIST 12 familiarly
Lech
99 Like drive-thru
Red or army
Shepard
question
6 Rink star and a
36 Stack againfollower 68 Without thinking
orders
19 Pad starter
94 La., once
“Catch-22” pilot
37 Boot part
69 Cause to turn
100 Mark’s
April
2019: After record
leads hardly
to massive 7 Backyard party
20
Stir1, up
96rainfall
Less than
38 Take the main
red, maybe
replacement
flooding
nationwide,
President Trump insists that the
21
Early
sci-fi
97
Like
much
FM
centerpiece
part
70
Stab
101
Fwys., e.g.
damage would have been avoided if “people had used
captain
more umbrellas.”
radio
8 Pickled veggies 39 They may be
71 Iraqi city on the 103 Couture giant
July
4, 2019: Melania Trump
unveilsand
her new
22
Travels
102 Keats
9 Enzyme suffix
lame
Tigris
104 “It __ my fault”
initiative,
#BeTheir, a program aimed at reducing
randomly
Shelley
10
Like
an
increase
40
Between72
“E”
in
a
classic
105 Hens and
misspellings on Twitter.
23
EARTH
Aug.
28, 2019: Inspired106
by Great
Britain,
the
AMOUNT
from six to sixty
courses serving
equation
heifers
governments
Portugal
announce they 11 At some former
25 AIDE of Spain and 109
FIENDISH
41 Silver, for one
74 Extended time 106 Galley need
will
theirup,
own
on leaving the
27hold
Muss
asreferendums
114
time
43 Goof-ups
out?
107 __ volente
European Union, launching
the Aviation-related
unfortunate
hair Spanxit and Porxit. prefix
nicknames
12 “__ we go”
44 Made a scene? 75 Abbr. on a
108 Hosp. personnel
ForSoup
the past
two weeks, we
in Troll’s
Loserland
have been 13 Mosque leader
28
kitchen
115
cousin
45
“Why
don’t
we?”
bounced
check
110 Press agent’s
taking aservice
look back at crazy ol’ 2018, as the Empress
116
No
longer
14
Move
like
46
Crack
77
Rocky
goal
invited you to enter any of 50 Style Invitational contests
30the
Leave
slackfrom
past year.
Now it’s time tofastened
take a look back at
molasses
50 Some entrance
outcropping
111 Scrap for Rover
crazy ol’jawed
2019, as we create our
nowannual(ish)
Year in 15 Deft
117
Region
requirements
79
Collins
112
“30 Rock”
Preview
timeline.
Weaappropriated (or inappropriated)
32 Shrub
with
118
Like
positive
16
Bloke
51
Asian
island
ingredient
creator
the idea from 71time Loser Malcolm Fleschner, who
fruit
used topurple
compose
such prechronicles
for
his
humor
outlooks
17 Soothing suffix
capital
80 Software pro, in 113 B-flats in an F
34 Lab
dish
column
in the
San Jose Mercury
News.
Alas, Malcolm’s
119
Heckles
for
a
hot
day
57
Gives
a
hoot
want ads
major scale
columneponym
is no more, but the Invite soldiers on with fake
news that hasn’t even nothappened yet. This week:
38 some
Workout
Name
humorous news event to happen in 2019,
aftermath,
oftenthat Malcolm obligingly
as in the
examples above
provided
from his dusty crystal ball. Include a date only if
42 Grizzled
it relates to the event (feel free to explain why); otherwise
seafarers
the Empress
will add an arbitrary date, as above.
47 Harmless cyst
Submit
entries
at wapo.st/enterinvite1311 (all
48
Eastern
path
lowercase).
49
CRANED
Winner
gets the Lose Cannon, our new Style
51 You take
them
Invitational
trophy.
Second
place
receives
at your
own
risk one of the strangest
12/23/18
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xwordeditor@aol.com
promotional
materials
52 Kwik-E-Mart the Empress has ever discovered
on the newsroom giveaway table: It’s the Oreo Music
Answers to last week’s puzzle below.
owner
Box, which
consists of a fourinchsquare cardboard box
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
. . .53
thatBelief
contains
a
wee
electronic
turntable,
on
which
you
system
place
.
.
.
an
Oreo
cookie.
Move
the
“tone
arm”
into
place
54 Bar assn.
and the cookie starts to spin, seeming to produce one of
severalmember
futuristic electrotunes that sound, I don’t know,
like55
something
an __
Oreo cookie would play. I think it also
“Strange
HOROSCOPE
will record
your
voice,
may seem ...but
” we don’t have the directions.
We will even throw in the Oreo cookie (regular version)
56came
Impediment
that
with it, no doubt matured in flavor by sitting
out57
for Sugar
4½ weeks.
portions
BY JA C Q U E L I NE B I G A R
Other
win our “You Gotta Play to Lose” Loser
58 runners-up
Bookstore
Mug or our “Whole Fools” Grossery Bag. Honorable
HAPPY BIRTHDAY | Dec. 23: This year you have the ability to see both sides of an issue. The challenge remains to
adjuncts
mentions
get one of our lustedafter Loser magnets, “We’ve
find a solution that is workable for you and the other party involved. If you are single, it is hoped that you won’t
Seen
or “IDioton
Card.”
60Better”
Inscription
a First Offenders receive only a
want to get into petty fights. You become more and more capable of having a quality bond with someone. If you are
smelly treeshaped
air
“freshener”
(FirStink
for
their
first
spine
attached, the two of you could be working out some important issues. Leo loves to remind you of the fun of kissing
ink). Deadline is Monday night, Dec. 31 — what, you have
61 Tickled
and making up.
someplace
to go?pink
Results published Jan. 20 (online
12/23/18
63 Tijuana
toast
Thursday,
Jan. 17).
See general contest rules and guidelines
at wapo.st/InvRules.
The
headline
for
this
week’s
results
is
by
64 Nursery rhyme
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Jesse Frankovich; Jeff Contompasis wrote the honorable
girlsubhead. Join the Style Invitational Devotees on
You’ll express the fervor of the
You could be off-kilter and not sure
You could feel pushed to perform or
mentions
holidays and encourage others to
how to handle a difference of
act in a certain way. Emotions may
65 “Snowy”
sight in “Like” Style Invitational Ink of
Facebook
at on.fb.me/invdev.
join in. A loved one could be
opinion between you and a
be intense and touchy. You mean
the DayFlorida
on Facebook at bit.ly/inkofday; follow @StyleInvite
cantankerous at best, but you’ll
significant other. You could feel
to express your feelings in the most
on Twitter.
66 Edible pockets
help even this person out.
pushed beyond what you can deal
agreeable way for another person
THE
CONVERSATIONAL
The Empress’s
67STYLE
Carried
on
Whatever you do naturally pleases
with. Maintain a sense of humor,
to hear. Do not be surprised by this
weekly online column discusses each new contest and set
others.
and you’ll be okay.
person’s strong stance.
68
Starts
over
of results. Especially if you plan to enter, check it out at
70 Fixed looks
wapo.st/styleconv.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
71 Vague
You’ll be thinking ahead with the
You’ll make an effort to complete
Reach out to a loved one you really
discomfort
understanding that a roadblock is
what must be done. Take some
care about. You might need to have
third
and
12.
(Ira
Allen,
Bethesda)
about
to
appear.
You
will
move
time for yourself. Schedule a
a
conversation
with
a
person
you
73 They aren’t pros
through your errands efficiently.
massage or take a walk. Doing
care
about
but
who
can
be
HALmart: A store where the self74 More fetching
You instinctively might recognize
some exercise will prevent you
inordinately cold or withdrawn.
checkout
machine
says,
“I’m
afraid
75 Some court
that someone has been left out. Do
from getting stressed out.
Avoid
an
ultimatum,
if
possible.
I can’t let you buy that, Dave.”
some backtracking.
pleas, for short
(Jesse Frankovich)
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
76 Forbes rival
Hashtug: The compulsion to
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Allow your imagination to take the
A discussion in the morning will
78 Hindu titles of
constantly check your phone for
You express unusual vitality and
lead. What comes up out of the
encourage you and a partner to
respect
retweets. (Mike Gips, Bethesda)
excitement about the next few
blue could seem worrisome, but it’s
clear up the remaining holiday
days.
Your
creativity
seems
to
feed
actually not a problem. Letting a
details.
By
midafternoon,
the
79 Party or movie
Indignify: Humiliate while
off the holiday. You will delight a
loved one know how you feel can
holiday spirit hits you. Put on some
ending
honoring. “The band indignified

New contest for Week 1311:
Nextra! Nextra! The year in preview

Trump’s arrival by playing ‘Hail to

PAT MYERS/THE WASHINGTON POST

This music box spins a real
Oreo but does not play “C Is for
Cookie.”

claptrap, like Pat Robertson
blaming the Haitian earthquake on
“a pact with the Devil.” (Michael
Noonan, Fredericksburg, a First
Offender)
Locabore: A dining companion
who insists on telling you which
farmers market every mouthful
came from. (Frank Mullen III)
Pizza Hot: A type of pizza that
cannot be delivered. (John Kupiec,
Fairfax)
Lumph nodes: Cellulite. (Brendan
Beary, Great Mills, Md.)
Lyft and separate: The 51st and
52nd ways to leave your lover.
(John McCooey, Rehoboth Beach,
Del.)

Give Us Your Tired, your Pooh:
Slogan of the Old Cartoon
Characters Home. (Ken Gallant,
Sequim, Wash.)

GrossFit: Exercise studio that
does not have showers. (Mark
Raffman)

Godswallop: Televangelist

Grudent: Practicing extreme
caution, as in running the ball on

music while you finish up any

wrapping you have to do.
12/16/18
the Chief’ on kazoos.” (Kevin xwordeditor@aol.com
Dopart, Washington)

Mequel: Junior. (Jeff Contompasis)
Nap year: The first year of
retirement. Actually, every year of
retirement. (Ellen Raphaeli, Falls
Church)
Neologasm: What happens when
you think of the perfect word for
this contest. (Bill Dorner,
Indianapolis)
Paywail: Your indignant rant when
you realize that the article you
wanted to read online isn’t free.
(Mike Gips)
Pot Myers: The Hempress of the
Style Invitational. (Gregory Koch,
Falls Church)
Fail accompli: I’m a Loser this
week! (Chris Doyle)
More honorable mentions in the online
Invite at wapo.st/invite1311.

Still running — deadline Monday
night, Dec. 24: Part 2 of our
Year in Redo contest. See
wapo.st/invite1310.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Your mood appears to be
contagious. You will need to jump
over an obstacle that involves a
loved one’s resistance. Run
errands and catch up on calls.
Touch base with friends and start
swapping good wishes for the
holiday.

loved one just by sharing your
only add to their self-confidence.
thoughts and feelings. ©2018 Tribune Content Agency, LLC.

ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE

Answers to last week’s puzzle.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
You sense some rumbling behind
the scenes. Your mind could be
working overtime. You might feel as
if you cannot come to a solution or
find a good response. Caring exists
between you and another person.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Honor what is going on with a
parent or older relative. An
unanticipated expense emerges
from out of the blue, which will
encourage you to curb any frivolous
spending. Still, you might opt to buy
some small items for last-minute
presents.
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